The way of Vezelay étape 7 - Bougue > Mont de Marsan

Distance : 9 km
0km000 - Begin to walk from the plaza of BOUGUE. Take the direction
of LAGLORIEUSE (Landmark Michelin). Walk over 500m and you will
reach a crossroad with a bicycle path (on the left there is the house of
the security guard).
0km500 - Take this path on the right and follow it until you reach
Mont-de-Marsan regardless of the crossroads you may pass by. Walk
on the left side of the path, you will not hear the cyclists coming from
behind you.
3km300 - After walking this road on 2km800, you arrive at a crossroad
indicating « Beaussiet » on your right and « Mazerolles » on your left.
Keep on walking straight and you will soon be crossing the peripheral
road by under, 1km200 further away.
6km000 - You are now reaching another crossroad indicating «
St-MÃ©dard » on the left. Keep on going straight and you will be in the
surroundings of Mont-de-Marsan. There will be houses on each side of
the road.
6km800 - After walking past two crossroads offering paths towards
houses of the residential area you are now at another crossroad with
the 'Avenue de Lacrouts'. From there you can see the bell tower of the
roman Church of Saint-MÃ©dard. Keep walking straight this way.
8km500 - You are now at a crossroad with traffic lights ('Boulevard du
Chemin Creux'). Turn right to cross along the boulevard you were going
along so far ('Boulevard d?Alingsas') and walk straight by the
Boulevard Jean Larrieu until the Avenue Eloi Ducom. Take this Avenue
by the left. Walk in the direction of the city center. At the traffic lights,
take the road Rue Lesbazeilles slightly on your right.
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9km000 - You are now in front of the refuge. To obtain the key, follow
the instructions detailed on the door. Credential is mandatory. To get
out of the town from the refuge, take the Rue Lesbazeilles again until
Rue Gambetta. Take this street on the left and keep on walking in
direction of Grenade-sur-Adour.
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